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Abstract. The decisions that an insurance company has to make regarding the insurance of auto fleets belonging to
various companies are decisions taken in conditions of uncertainty and risk. This paper presents the use of Bayes
decision procedures in the case of such choices. These procedures include the Bayes decision procedure with no
experimentation and initial probabilities as well as the Bayes decision procedures with experimentation and conditioned
and post probabilities. The paper also presents a numerical application in which it is shown how an insurance company
can evaluate, using these procedures, an insurance request against theft and damage for an auto fleet of an industrial
production company.
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commercial companies’ auto fleets by using the
Bayes decision procedures. These procedures
transform the decisions taken in uncertainty
conditions to decisions with risk conditions by
using initial probability distribution, resulted from
the insurer’s own experience, as well as by using
conditioned probabilities and post distribution,
resulted from statistical experiments regarding the
decision problem.
The specific algorithm used in this paper to
solve the decision problem in the case of insurance
is based on a general algorithm that’s presented in
detail in the cited literature [4, 5, 6].
This methodology lends itself to computer use.
Thus a software system which can be useful to
insurance companies has been created.

1. Introduction
The insurance against theft and damage
(CASCO) is important to companies both because
of the inherent risk of auto accidents as well as for
the high costs incurred by fixing the damaged
vehicles.
This insurance covers the following risks [1]:
- accidents: collisions with other vehicles or other
mobile or immobile bodies;
- fire, lightning, explosion;
- theft;
- natural disasters: torrential rain, hailstorm, flood,
storm, earthquake, landslide, etc...
On the other hand, the insurance companies
which do cover vehicles are confronted with a slew
of problems generated by a series of factors, such
as: the high frequency of collisions, the high costs
related to damages, the irresponsibility of certain
drivers, the vehicles’ technical state, and the road
infrastructure’s state [2]. These factors make it so
that the decision to accept a request from an
industrial production company or from any other
commercial entity for their auto fleet presents a
certain risk factor for the insurer. At present, the
decisions on closing such insurance policies are
taken based on risk inspections and on the auto
fleet’s damage record analysis.
The damage rate shows the ratio between the
damages paid by the insurer and the collected
premiums [3], and it is calculated with the relation:
D
RD = × 100 ,
(1)
P
where: D - all the damages paid by the insurer, and
P - all the premiums cashed by the insurer.
This paper aims to present a few aspects related
to the problem of the decision on insuring

2. Formulating the decision problem
Formulating the decision problem requires:
establishing the action space, the state space, the
consequences and the loss function.
The action space, A = {a1, a2}, includes the
following actions:
a1 - the insurer closes the policy;
a2 - the insurer does not close the policy.
The state space, Θ = {θ1, θ2, θ3} can have the
following states according to the potential damages
rate of the insured fleet during the contract’s
duration:
θ1 - there are no damages;
θ2 - there are damages and the damage rate is
RD < 100%;
θ3 - there are damages and the damage rate is
RD > 100%.
Notation: P - total premium for the entire fleet;
RDi - damage rate for each state θi, where i=1,2,3;
C0 - the costs of risk inspections and offer
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Table 4. Determining the medium loss

arrangements; Pi - profits for each state. In the case
of action a1 these profits are:

Pi = P ⋅ (1 − RDi ) .
(2)
The consequences (θi, aj) are defined, where
j = 1,2, and the insurer’s costs and profits associated
to these consequences are shown in Table 1.

θ1
a1
a2

Nature’s states
θ2
P1
C0

θ1
P1
C0

a1
a2

Table 2. The loss function

a1
a2

Nature’s states
θ1
θ2
θ3
L(θ1, a1)
L(θ2, a1)
L(θ3, a1)
L(θ1, a2)
L(θ2, a2)
L(θ3, a2)

3. The decision with no experimentation
In the case of the decision without
experimentation the Bayes decision procedure with
initial probabilities is applied.
The decider may have information on the
manifestation possibilities of nature’s states θi,
which they could transform into a probability
distribution of their conviction regarding the said
possibilities called initial distribution and noted
Prob{θ=θi} = pθ(i) [4]. This distribution is often
subjective and depends on the deciders’ experience
and intuition. The initial distribution, seen in Table
3, must meet these conditions 0 ≤ pθ (i ) ≤ 1 and
∑ pθ (i ) = 1 .

( )

[(

)]

∑ L(θi , a j )⋅ pθ (i ) .

1

θ1
πθ X =1
1

θ2
πθ X =1
2

θ3
πθ X =1
3

2

πθ X = 2
1

πθ X = 2
2

πθ X = 2
3

3

πθ X = 3
1

πθ X =3
2

πθ X =3
3

i

drivers’ age, is X = k.

θ3
pθ(3)

4.1. The Bayes decision procedure with
conditioned probabilities
For each action aj, the medium risk function is
determined with (4) in Table 6 for each evaluation
X = k, k = 1,2,3 [7].

3

i =1

L(a1 )
L(a2 )

The manifestation probability of state θi is
noted πθ X = k - if the fleet’s group, according to its

The medium loss for each action aj is
calculated with (3):
L a j = M L θi , a j =

L(θ3 , a1 ) pθ (3)
L(θ3 , a2 ) pθ (3)

Table 5. Conditioned probabilities

X

i

Table 3. Initial probabilities
Nature’s state
θ1
θ2
Initial probabilities
pθ(1)
pθ(2)

...
...

The sampling space X, and the random variable
X is defined, where X = 1, 2, 3, ... k, ... In the
insurance companies’ experience, the drivers’ age is
a high risk factor which can lead to accidents,
younger drivers being the most exposed. Insurance
companies take this factor into account when the
premiums for the mandatory policies (RCA) are
established. They are age differentiated, younger
drivers having to pay more than older ones for the
same vehicle type.
Taking into account the medium age of the
drivers, the companies’ fleets can be placed in one
of the following categories:
X = 1 – low risk fleet, drivers’ medium age over 35;
X = 2 – medium risk fleet, drivers’ medium age
between 25 and 35;
X = 3 – high risk fleet, drivers’ medium age under 25.
Table 5 shows the conditioned probabilities
resulted from studies or from the insurance
companies’ experience regarding the drivers’ age
influence on the possibility of accidents.

θ3
P1
C0

The loss function is established, which is
presented in Table 2 and in which the following
notations are used: L(θ1, a1) = – P1; L(θ2, a1) = – P2;
L(θ3, a1) = – P3; L(θ1, a2) = L(θ2, a2) = L(θ3, a2) = – C0.
Actions

L(θ1, a1 ) pθ (1)
L(θ1, a2 ) pθ (1)

( )

Laj

θ3

4. The decision with experimentation

Table 1. Profits and costs

Actions

Nature’s states
…

(3)

(

)

n

(

)

R a j X = k = ∑ L θi , a j ⋅ πθ

in the last column of Table 4. The minimum
medium loss minL(aj) is determined and, according
to the procedure, the option with the least losses is
chosen.
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i =1

i X =k

.

(4)
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In order to establish the decision rule dn(x), the
minimum values of the medium risk from each
column in Table 6 is determined.

X=1

Table 6. Medium risk
X=2

n

B f (a j X = k ) = ∑ L(a j , θi ) f θ X = k (i ) ,
i

and the data are organized in Table 9.
Table 9. The Bayes risk

X=3

a1

R (a1 X = 1)

R (a1 X = 2 )

R (a1 X = 3)

a2

R (a2 X = 1)

R (a2 X = 2)

R (a2 X = 3)

The actions, ajk ∈A = {a1, a2}, corresponding
to these minimum values are chosen and, according
to procedure, the decision rule presented in Table 7
is established.

X
1
2
3

{(

)}

{(

{(

min R a j X = 1

a j2

min R a j {X = 2

a j3

min R a j X = 3

k

k

k

3

f θ X = 2 (1)
f θ X =3 (1)

f θ X = 2 (2 )
f θ X =3 (2 )

Table 10. The decision rule
Chosen action
Bayes risk

)}

3

a j3

{ (
)}
min{B f (a j {X = 2 )}
k
min {B f (a j X = 3)}
k
min B f a j X = 1
k

5. Numeric application
The insurance company „ALFAASIG” receives
a request for offer from the „GAMA” company for
the insurance of the latter’s auto fleet, composed of
25 vehicles, against damage and theft (CASCO).
The total value of the premiums resulted from
calculating the offer is P = 30,000 euro. The
damage rates for the three states are RD1 = 10%,
RD2 = 60% şi RD3 = 200%.The costs for the risk
inspection and for arranging the offer is C0 = 200
euro. The profits, calculated with (2), and costs of
the insurance company are shown in Table 11.
The loss function is presented in Table 12.

(5)

Table 11. Profits and costs
a1
a2

f θ X = k (i )

2

B f ( a2 X = 3)

a j2

Table 8. Post distribution

1

B f ( a2 X = 2)

2

The post distribution is calculated with (6):
πθ X = k × pθ (i )
(6)
f θ X = k (i ) =
,
π X (k )
and the data is organized in Table 8.

θ2
f θ X =1(2)

B f (a2 X = 1)

)}

n

θ1
f θ X =1(1)

a2

a j1

marginal distribution πX(k), are calculated with
relation (5):

X

X=3
B f ( a1 X = 3)

1

i

i =1

X=2
B f (a1 X = 2)

X

4.2. The Bayes decision procedure with post
probabilities
For this procedure both the conditioned post
probabilities, πθ X = k × pθ (i ) , as well as the

π X (k ) = ∑ (πθ X = k × pθ (i )) .
i

a1

X=1
B f (a1 X = 1)

The decision rule is established by choosing for
each value of X the action ajk ∈ A = {a1, a2}, with
the minimum Bayes risk. The decision rule,
according to the Bayes procedure, is shown in Table
10.

Table 7. The decision rule
Chosen
Minimum medium
action
risk

a j1

(7)

i =1

θ3
f θ X =1 (3)

θ1

θ2

27,000
-200

12,000
– 200

θ3
– 30,000
– 200

Table 12. The loss function
a1
a2

f θ X = 2 (3)
f θ X =3 (3)

θ1

θ2

– 27,000
200

– 12,000
200

θ3
30,000
200

5.1. The decision with no experimentation
The Bayes decision procedure with initial
probabilities is applied.
The initial probabilities pθ(i), are presented in
Table 13.

The Bayes risk is determined, according to the
post distribution, for each action aj, in the case of
each evaluation X = k, with (7):
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The significance of this decision rule is:
- if X = 1, a1 is chosen;
- if X = 2, a1 is chosen;
- if X = 3, a2 is chosen.

Medium loss is calculated for each action aj,
with relation (3), in the last column of Table 14.
Thus minL(aj ) = -13,500. The action a1 is
chosen.
Table 13. The initial probabilities
Nature’s state
θ1
θ2
Initial probabilities
0.5
0.31

5.2.2. The Bayes procedure with post probabilities
The post distribution is calculated with relation
(6). Te result is shown in Table 18.
For each action, for each evaluation, the Bayes
risk is calculated with relation (7). The results are
shown in Table 19.
The minimum Bayes risk is determined and, in
the case of each evaluation, the decision rule is
established. The results are shown in Table 20.

θ3
0.19

Table 14. Determining medium loss
Nature’s state
L(aj)
θ1
θ2
θ3
–13,500
–3,720
5,700
–11,520
100
62
38
200

Action
a1
a2

5.2. The decision with experimentation
The conditioned probabilities resulted from the
study πθ X =i , i=1,2,3, are the ones in Table 15. A

Table 18. The probabilities’ post distribution
Risk
classification

i

value from this table can be interpreted as follows:
if X = 1, that is the drivers’ medium age is higher
than 35, the conditioned probability for the
manifestation of state θ2, meaning that damages
would occur and the damage rate would be
RD2 = 60%, is 7/40.

X
1
2
3

X=1
X=2
X=3

θ1
0,859
0,477
0,226

θ2
0,120
0,414
0,373

θ3
0,021
0,109
0,401

Table 19. Determining the Bayes risk
X=1
X=2
X=3
Bf (a1)
–23,997
–14,581
1,437
Bf (a2)
200
200
200

Table 15. Conditioned probabilities
θ1
θ2
θ3
31
7
2
40
40
40
10
14
6
30
30
30
5
8
14
25
25
25

X
1
2
3

Table 20. Establishing the decision
Bayes action
Bayes risk
a1
-23,997
a1
-14,581
a2
200

The significance of the decision rule is:
- if X = 1, a1 is chosen;
- if X = 2, a1 is chosen;
- if X = 3, a2 is chosen.

5.2.1. The Bayes decision procedure with
conditioned probabilities
The medium risk for each action aj, is
determined with relation (4), for each evaluation
X = k, in Table (16).

6. Conclusions
The usage of the damage rate indicator is useful
in the decision process as it helps in the evaluation
of auto fleets of different sizes.
The decision methodology used in this paper is
complex and it makes use of the decider’s
experience and the information resulted from
statistical experiments. Both initial and conditioned
probabilities can be taken from studies, but it would
be better if they were sourced from the insurance
company’s own statistics. In the latter case, the
statistics on the damages rates must be kept in the
zonal branches of the insurer as they can differ from
region to region due to various factors, such as: the
roads and their state, the degree traffic
systematization, climatic factors, and others.

Table 16. Determining the medium risk
X=1
X=2
X=3
–21,525
–8,595
9,720
R(a1)
200
200
200
R(a2)

The adopted decision rule is shown in Table 17.
X
1
2
3

f θ X = k (i )

Table 17. The decision rule
Chosen action
Minimum medium risk
a1
–21,525
a1
–8,595
a1
200
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The use of all the procedures presented here or
only of some of them to help solve the decision
problem when analyzing insurance requests for auto
fleets is in keep with the decider’s attitude towards
risk, in our case the insurer, as well as with the
statistics owned by insurance companies regarding
the damages rates for auto fleets.
The methodology used does not exclude
decision procedures based on risk inspections, it
complements them.
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